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Time-dependent and time-independent approaches to study effects
of degenerate electronic states

Michael Baer, Asher Yahalom, and Robert Englman
Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, Soreq NRC, Yavne 81800, Israel

~Received 8 April 1998; accepted 22 July 1998!

Two types of phases are discussed in this article:~1! The topological phase as introduced by Berry
@Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A392, 45~1984!# and Aharonov and Anandan@Phys. Rev. Lett.58,
1593~1987!# and~2! the Longuet–Higgins phase@Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A344, 147 ~1975!#.
The two types of phases have a common origin, namely the multivaluedness of the electronic
adiabatic basis, a phenomenon associated with the existence of a degeneracy in configuration space.
It will be shown, by studying an electronic model Hamiltonian that arises from a two-state
approximation to the Mathieu equation, that the two phases differ from each other substantially,
coinciding only in the adiabatic limitupon completionof a cycle. © 1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~98!30440-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent series of publications it was claimed th
various phase factors that are associated with electronic
generate states have their origin in the nonadiabatic coup
terms.1–5 In general one has to distinguish between pha
associated with nuclear motion, namely the Longuet-Higg
~LH! phase factor6 on one hand and phases associated w
the electronic motion—the topological phase—as introdu
by Aharonov and Anandan~AA !7—see also Refs. 8, 9—o
the other. The latter becomes the Berry geometrical pha10

once calculated along a closed loop for theadiabaticcase. In
general one would expect the two phases to be identical~up
to a sign!. The reason seems to be because both are relat
electronic motions and both are associated with the multi
uedness of the electronic eigenfunctions in configurat
space. Since the total wave function has to be unique,
multivaluedness of the electronic eigenfunctions has to
compensated by a similar nonuniqueness~or multivalued-
ness! of the nuclear functions. Thus, if the multivaluedne
of the electronic eigenfunctions is characterized by a ph
factor one would expect the nonuniqueness of the nuc
functions to be characterized by a phase factor such tha
sum of the two keeps the total wave function single valu

The aim of this publication is to study the differenc
between the two types of phases. As mentioned above
first phase was introduced by LH6 but no recipe was given to
calculate it. Recently two of the present authors, M.B. a
R.E.,1 suggested identifying the LH phase with the adiaba
diabatic transformation~ADT! angle. Later, it was proved b
M.B.4 that up to an additive constant, the two are inde
identical. Assuming this is the case one may apply the rec
for calculating ADT angles in order to obtain LH phase
This was done, by us for several model systems,1,2,5 by
Yarkony for three realistic systems, namely H3,

11~a! CH2, and
H2S

11~b! and by Chabanet al. for another realistic system
namely AlH2.

11~c! Because of all that the LH phase will b
also termed the nuclear phase.

The topological phase is a phase of a different type: I
6550021-9606/98/109(16)/6550/7/$15.00
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an electronic phase formed by the motion of accelerated
oms in an external field. In this case the phase will be
tained by solving a time-dependent Hamiltonian as propo
by Berry10 and AA7 and to do the actual calculations we w
use an adiabatic expression that follows from the AA a
proach. This expression is somewhat reminiscent of exp
sions recently given by Ge and Child8 and by Jain and Pati.9

In what follows these phases are termed electronic phas
At this stage it will be appropriate to mention one po

sible difficulty associated with our approach of calculati
the ADT angle. The necessary condition for having a we
defined ADT angle is the existence of a vanishingcurl for
the nonadiabatic coupling terms~this subject was first elabo
rated in Ref. 12 and is discussed here, in detail, for a mo
system!. This requirement is, in general, not valid in the fu
configuration space for realistic systems. However it can
shown that at small regions of configuration space, in p
ticular in the vicinity of conical intersections this require
ment is fulfilled for practical purposes and indeed helps
determine the type of singularities~or other undefined diffi-
culties! one encounters. This was done for the four syste
mentioned above; in particular, the usefulness of this
proach was demonstrated by Chabanet al. in their studies of
the AlH2 system.11~c!

In order to carry out the numerical study we consider
electronic model Hamiltonian that arises from a two-st
approximation to the Mathieu equation~ME!.13 Such Hamil-
tonians were applied by us in the past1,2,5 and served us wel
as numerical means to present our ideas in a simple
comprehensive way. In what follows we treat three cases
two of them are considered systems with electronic sta
that degenerate at a single point and in the third we cons
a case where the point degeneracy is removed by a w
perturbation. As for the degenerate systems we consid
symmetrical system where the degeneracy is at the or
and another, a nonsymmetrical case, where the degenera
shifted to some point in configuration space. In all cases
derived the phases we think are relevant for the nonuniq
ness of the Born–Oppenhimer functions.14 In particular, the
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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AA time-dependent adiabatic phases as well as the co
sponding Berry phases are calculated.

The paper is arranged in the following way: The tim
independent approach to obtaining the nuclear phases is
sented in Sec. II and the time-dependent approach in Sec
Results and discussion are given in Sec. IV and conclus
are summarized in Sec. V.

II. THE TIME-INDEPENDENT TREATMENT

A. The degenerate case

In order to study the bound two-state case we cons
the following electronic Schro¨dinger equation~SE!:

H 2
1

2
Eel

]2

]u22G~q!cos~2u2w!2u~q,w!J C~uuq,w!50,

~1!

whereu is an angular electronic coordinate andq andw are
polar nuclear coordinates,Eel is a characteristic electroni
magnitude.G(q) is a coupling coefficient usually assume
to be equal tokq wherek is, again, a characteristic consta
and, finally,u(q,w) is an eigenvalue still to be determine
Equation~1! is the extended ME mentioned in Sec. I. Equ
tion ~1! is usually solved employing Fourier series. We,
stead, shall treat it employing trigonometric power ser
which ensures a faster convergence for the coefficients o
power series within the perturbation treatment. We cons
two independent solutions:

C1~uuq,w!5( cn~q,w!cosnS u2
w

2 D ~2a!

and

C2~uuq,w!5( bn~q,w!sinnS u2
w

2 D . ~2b!

Substituting Eq.~2a! in Eq. ~1! and recalling

cos~2u2w!52 cos2S u2
w

2 D215122 sin2S u2
w

2 D ~3!

we get the following recursion relations:

2 1
2Eel~n12!~n11!an121~ 1

2Eeln
22~u~q,w!

6G~q!))an72G~q!an2250, ~4!

where the upper sign is related to the cosine series and
lower sign to the sine series andan stands for eithercn or bn

as the case may be. It is important to realize that in Eq.~4!
the coefficients with the even and the odd indices are dec
pled and so each series in Eq.~2! decomposes into two se
ries, one containing odd powers of the trigonometric fun
tions and one even powers. As a result the series in Eq~2!
change or do not change sign atw52p, accordingly. In this
treatment we will consider the odd power series as it yield
set of eigenfunctions which change sign upon circulation
w from zero to 2p.

Equation~4! can be simplified by using dimensionle
magnitudes:

x5~Eel!
21G~q!, l5~Eel!

21~u7G~q!!, ~5!
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so that it becomes

2 1
2~n12!~n11!an121~ 1

2n
22l!an72x~q!an2250.

~48!

In what follows Eq. (48) will be solved to the second
order in terms ofx(q). We start by considering the two firs
coupled equations and then continue employing perturba
theory. Thus keeping only two equations forn51 and n
53 we get:

~ 1
22l!a123a350,

~6!
72xa11~ 9

22l!a350.

Equation~6! has a nonzero solution for the followingl
eigenvalues~keeping only the first-order terms inx!:

l5 1
27 3

2x ~7!

or if returning to the original magnitudes@see Eq.~5!# we get
the two lowest eigenstates:

u6~q!5 1
2Eel7

1
2G~q!. ~8!

It is noticed that the two states become degenerate w
G(q)50. Thus if, for instance,G(q)5kq then the two states
become degenerate atq50. Next we calculate the coeffi
cientsa1 anda3 . It can be shown that up to the first orde

a356 1
2xa1 ,

~9!

a15
1

Ap
S 17

3

8
xD .

We continue by going to the second-order approxim
tion. For this case we consider three algebraic coupled eq
tions, namely

~ 1
22l!a123a350,

72xa11~ 9
22l!a3210a550, ~10!

72xa31~ 25
2 2l!a550.

@Note that the coefficients ofa1 anda3 in Eqs.~10! and ~6!
are identical—in a Fourier expansion they would be diffe
ent# so that the eigenvalue problem takes the form:

U 1
22l

72x
0

23
9
22l

72x

0
210
25
2 2l

U50. ~11!

Forming the respective polynomial we get

h3116h21~48726x!h772x50, ~12!

whereh stands for (l2 1
2). We continue using perturbatio

theory. For this purposeh is presented in the following form

h56 3
2x1bx2, ~13!

whereb is to be derived so that Eq.~12! is fulfilled to the
second order inx. Thus substituting Eq.~13! in Eq. ~12!
yields b5 1

16. Returning to the original magnitudes we fin
that the modified two lowest states are
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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u5
1

2
Eel1

1

2
GS 712

1

8

G

Eel
D . ~88!

Solving Eq. ~10! yields the coefficients of the two serie
introduced in Eq.~2!:

a35 1
2x~611 1

24x!a1 ,
~14a!

a55 1
12x

2a1 ,

wherea1 is given in the form:

a15
1

Ap
S 17

3

8
x1

25

384
x2D . ~14b!

It is noticed that the second-order approximations do
affect the coefficients ofx either in the expressions of th
eigenvalues or in the expressions of the coefficients. It ca
shown that going to a third-order approximation or a
other, higher order approximation will not affect the expre
sions for the coefficients ofx or of x2. This important feature
is not encountered in the case of a Fourier expansion.

Next we consider the coupling termtz defined as

tz5^c1u¹zc2&, ~15!

wherec1 andc2 are given in Eq.~2!, ¹z is thez component
of the gradient operator, andz is a nuclear coordinate. Sub
stituting the second-order representations ofc1 and c2 in
Eq. ~15! and integrating over the electronic coordinateu
yields the following expressions fortw andtq :

tw52
1

2q S 11
x2

32D , tq50. ~16!

The next magnitudes of interest are the ADT anglea
which, as discussed in Sec. I is equal to the LH phase.
defined as

a~s!52E
0

s

t ds ~17!

and the geometrical phaseg is defined as

g52 R
c
t ds. ~18!

In general the values ofa ~s! andg depend on the integratio
path; however their independence of the path is guarante
curl t50.12

Substituting Eq.~16! in Eqs.~17! and ~18! yields for a:

a5
1

2q E
0

wS 11
x2

32Dqdw5
1

2 S 11
x2

32Dw ~19!

and forg yields

g5pS 11
x2

32D . ~20!

It is noticed that for small enough values ofx$
5(G(q)/Eel)%, namely, in the close vicinity of the point o
the conical intersection~CI!, the values ofa~w! andg do not
depend on the path, namely, onx ~or q—the radius of the
circular path!. The value ofg is ;p as one would expect in
case of CI. However, their values become path dependen
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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x increases and in such a case, for instance,g is no longer
equal top. This follows from the fact that curlt, defined as

curl t5
]~qtw!

]q
2

]~tq!

]w
5

k2q

32Eel
, ~21!

differs @for larger q’s ~or x’s!# from zero. The extent by
which curlt deviates from zero depends on (k2/Eel) but
since the value ofEel mainly shifts the energy scale@see Eq.
~13!# and will not otherwise affect any of our forthcomin
discussions we shall let it be as large as is needed so
curl t'0 for all cases under consideration. Thus followin
Eq. ~16!, we can assume that

tw52
1

2q
, tq50, ~168!

so that Eq.~19! becomes

a5 1
2w ~198!

and Eq.~20!

g5p. ~208!

This completes the discussion for the ‘‘ordinary’’ Jahn
Teller case.@The Jahn–Teller model is the case whe
G(q)[kq. We included in our definition any form fo
G(q).#

Next, we briefly present the case of the shifted Jah
Teller model. The difference between the two is with resp
to the location of the CI. In the previous model the CI w
located at the origin and in the present one it will be loca
at some point~a,b! in the nuclear configuration space. F
this purpose we consider the following extended ME:

H 2Eel

]2

]u2 1k@~q cosw2a!cos 2u

2~q sin w2b!sin 2u#2u~q,w!J C~uuqw!50. ~22!

As can be seen the interaction due to the nuclear motio
the point ~a,b! is zero which means that the degeneracy
the electronic states which is normally removed due to t
coupling is still left at this point.

Solving this eigenvalue problem within the two-state a
proximation yields the following two eigenstates:

u6~q!5Eel6kA~~q cosw2a!21~q sin w2b!2! ~23!

which, indeed, are degenerate atq5(a21b2)(1/2) and w
5f(5tan21(b/a)). Once the eigenfunctions are obtained w
are in a position to calculate the components oft12. For our
present study we shall need only the angular nonadiab
coupling component, namely:

t12w5
1

q K c1Uĉc2

ĉw L
5

1

2q H 12
~a21b2!2qA~a21b2! cos~w2f!

q21a21b222qA~a21b2! cos~w2h!
J ,

~24!

wherec1 andc2 are the eigenfunctions of Eq.~22!.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Employing Eq. ~17! we shall calculatea~2p!. Thus,
choosing forG(s) a circle of a given radiusq5q0 and inte-
grating with respect tow ~namely takingds[q0dw) along
the interval@0,2p# yields13 for a~2p!,

a~2p!5H p
0

for q0
2.~a21b2!

for q0
2,~a21b2!.

~25!

This result is interpreted as follows: when the CI at~a,b! is
surroundedby the circle the value ofa~2p! is p and when
the circle does not surroundthe CI the value ofa~2p! is
zero. This, clearly, is the behavior expected of the geome
cal phaseg and, indeed, according to Eq.~18!, a(2p)[g.

B. The nondegenerate case

For the nondegenerate case we consider the follow
electronic SE:

H 2
1

2
Eel

]2

]u22G1~q,w!cos 2u1G2~q,w!sin 2u

2u~q,w!J C~uuq,w!50, ~26!

whereGi(q,w); i 51,2 are defined as

G1~q,w!5G~q!cosw, G2~q,w!5AG~q!2 sin2 w1m2.

~27!

Here m is a constant. It can be seen thatG1
21G2

2

5G21m2. Equation~25! will be solved for the two-state
case only. Thus assuming that

C~uuqw!5a~q,w!cosu1b~q,w!sin u, ~28!

we solve fora(q,w), b(q,w), andu(q,w). As in the previ-
ous case the two lowest eigenvalues are

u~q,w!5 1
2Eel6

1
2AG21m2. ~29!

It is noticed that as long asmÞ0 the two states are no
degenerate but degeneracy is restored oncem50—which
brings us back to the previous case@see Eq.~8!#. As for the
coefficientsa(q,w), b(q,w) we have for the upper state:

a5
1

A2p
A11p cosw,

~30a!

b5
1

A2p
A12p cosw

and for the lower state:

a52
1

A2p
A12p cosw,

~30b!

b5
1

A2p
A11p cosw,

wherep is defined as

p5
G

AG21m2
. ~31!
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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We are now in position to calculate thew-nonadiabatic
coupling termtw , namely:

tw5 K c1U1q ]

]w
c2L . ~32!

Substituting forc i ; i 51,2 yields

tw52
1

2q

p sin w

A12p2 cos2 w
. ~33!

Next is calculated the ADT anglea~w! @see Eq.~17!#:

a~w!5
p

2 E
0

w

dw8
sin w8

A12p2 cos2 w8

5H 1

2
arcsin~p sin w!, p<1 ~mÞ0!

w

2
, p51 ~m50!

~34!

and the geometrical phaseg([a(2p)):

g5 H 0
p

p,0
p51

~mÞ0!

~m50!. ~35!

The result in Eq.~35! is interesting because here w
managed to show that by identifying the LH phase with t
ADT angle and calculating the resulting geometrical pha
one can distinguish between degenerate and nondegen
situations. For the degenerate case we obtain forg the value
of p as before but when the degeneracy is removed~for m
Þ0) g becomes zero irrespective of how smallm is.

III. THE TIME-DEPENDENT TREATMENT

We consider again Eq.~26! but this time within the time-
dependent framework, thus the corresponding SE is

i
]C

]t
5HC, ~36!

whereH is given in the form:

H52 1
2Eel

]2

]u22G1~q,w!cos 2u1G2~q,w!sin 2u, ~37!

whereGi(q,w); i 51,2 are defined in Eq.~27!. Equation~36!
will be solved within the two-state approximation. For th
purpose we presentC in terms of (cosu, sinu). Thus,

C5x1 cosu1x2 sin u, ~38!

wherex1(t) and x2(t) are time-dependent coefficients th
have to be determined. In what follows this will be term
the diabatic representation. Substituting Eqs.~37! and~38! in
Eq. ~36!, multiplying it, once by cosu and once by sinu, and
integrating overu yields the two coupled equations forx1(t)
andx2(t), namely:

i
]x1

]t
5S 1

2
Eel1

1

2
G1~qw! Dx11

1

2
G2~qw!x2 ,

~39!

i
]x2

]t
5

1

2
G2~qw!x11S 1

2
Eel2

1

2
G1~qw! Dx2 .
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Defining x(t) as a column vector with the two componen
x1(t) and x2(t) we may write Eq.~39! in the following
form:

i
]x

]t
>H̃x, ~40!

whereH̃ is defined as

H̃5
G

2 S cosw p21A12p2 cos2 w

p21A12p2 cos2 w 2cosw
D . ~41!

This form of H̃ was obtained following a substitution t
eliminate (1/2Eel) and using the explicit expressions fo
Gi(q,w); i 51,2 as given in Eq.~24!. Equation~40! is solved
numerically by propagation. Thus,

x~ t1Dt !5 P̃S t1
Dt

2 Dx~ t ! ~42!

whereP̃(t), the propagator, is given in the form:

P̃~ t !5exp~ iH̃ ~ t !Dt !5Ũ~ t !ẼŨ~ t !* . ~43!

Here Ẽ is a diagonal 232 matrix with the two diagona
terms:

Ẽ65expS 6
i

2

G

p
Dt D , ~44!

where @6G/(2p)# are the eigenvalues ofH̃. The matrix
Ũ(t) is an orthogonal matrix which diagonalizesH̃ and can
be shown to be of the form:

Ũ~ t !5SA11p cosw

2
A12p cosw

2

A12p cosw

2
2A11p cosw

2

D . ~45!

The matrixŨ(t)* is the complex conjugate ofŨ(t).
In the actual calculation the existence of the phase fa

was screened by the fast oscillations caused by the ei
value of the initial state. Thus at each stepx(t) was also
multiplied byE2 ~or, byE1 , if initial state was chosen to b
the lower state! in order to eliminate these fast oscillation
caused by the dynamic phase.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section results are presented that were obta
from solving Eq. ~39! for the initial conditions: (x1(t
50),x2(t50))[(1,0). The aim of the calculations is t
trace the motion of an electron driven by a periodical pot
tial within the two-state model. For this purposew is as-
sumed to be linearly dependent on time, namely:

w52p
t

T
, ~458!

where T is the time period. Throughout the calculationsq
(5q0) is held constant.

At this stage is also introducedTa which is theT value
for which the system ‘‘becomes adiabatic.’’ The aim of t
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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calculation is to obtain the time-dependent electronicphase.
It is expected that this should be the phase ofx1(t) which is
the wave function of the initial state. In what follows w
designate it asg(t). Thus if

x1~ t !5r1~ t !exp~ ig~ t !! ~46!

then one way to extractg(t) is to apply the usual expressio
for such cases:

g~ t !5tan21S Im~x1~ t !!

Re~x1~ t !! D . ~47!

However, we found this expression to be unreliable in ca
where one has difficulty knowing the value ofg(t) unam-
biguously ~i.e., on passing between different branches
tan21). So, instead, we use an expression of the form:

g~ t !5ReS i E
0

t ^x1~ t8!uẋ1~ t8!&

^x1~ t8!ux1~ t8!&
dt8D . ~48!

which sometimes, as we shall see, yields unexpected res
Equation~48! is employed not only for the adiabatic case b
for the other cases as well. It is important to mention that
~48! is close to the expressions suggested by AA7 and by
others8,9 but still is not the same and, therefore, quite diffe
ent results are expected.

We shall start with the degenerate case, i.e.,m50. Here
only two parameters enter the equations, namelyG5G0

5kq0 ~the dimensions ofG0 are s21 or proportional to it!
andT. The calculations were carried out for one value ofG0

and severalT values. In Fig. 1~a! are presentedg(t) func-
tions as calculated forG050.01 and for three values ofT,
namely,T5103, 104, 106. In general theg(t) functions are
seen to be strongly dependent onT but onceT is large
enough, so thatT5Ta , they become stable and do n
change anymore. The adiabatic case was reached, in
present case, forTa;106. Similar results were obtained fo
other values ofG0 . The results shown in Fig. 1 are, to
certain extent, unexpected and this for two reasons:~a! The

FIG. 1. The electronic phaseg(t) as calculated for the degenerate case. T
curves are forG50.01 a.u. and for three values ofT: T5103 a.u. ~-•-!, T
5104 a.u. ~---!, T5106 a.u. ~–––!, the ADT ~or the LH! angle is as given
by Eq. (198) ~–-–!.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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value g([g(T))—the Berry geometrical phase—is n
equal to a multiple ofp ~or zero! for T,Ta . ~b! Once the
adiabatic situation is reached theg(t) function becomes, un
ambiguously, a step function. This is in contrast with wha
known about the ordinary LH phase which is also presen
in Fig. 1 as a straight line:g(t)5p(t/T). This functional
form was not only assumed, essentially, in all past treatm
of CIs but also follows from our own rigoroustime-
independenttreatment as can be seen from Eqs.~19! and
(198). Although the shapes of the phase factors as obta
within the time-dependent and the time-independent~two-
state! treatments are different, the values of the geometr
phasesg, namely the value ofg(t) at t5T and the value of
a~w! at w52p, are identical. At this stage it is important t
mention that the step function we obtained is real and no
artifact of Eq.~47! just because it follows from Eq.~48!.

In Fig. 2 is presented theg(t) function as calculated fo
the adiabaticnondegenerate case wheremÞ0. Three curves
are shown in Fig. 2, all calculated forG050.01 andT
([Ta)5106 but for two different values ofm, namely,m
51024 and 1026. The results we show are, to a certa
extent, unexpected if not strange. The functiong(t), at t
5Ta , can attain two values—either 0 or 2p—but never the
value ofp. The value of 2p is reached for very small value
of m via a discontinuous jump att5(Ta/2), reminiscent of a
similar discontinuous jump in theadiabatic-degeneratecase.
As m increases the functiong(t) becomes oscillatory, doe
not reach the value of 2p, and att5Ta becomes zero. Fo
the present study the most important result is thatg(T), the
geometrical phaseg, is equal to zero or to 2p and is never
equal top, irrespective of the value ofm. In Fig. 2 we also
show the time-independent functiong(w(t)) as calculated
for p50.995 @see Eq.~34!#. It is noticed that the time-
dependent and the time-independent curves behave r
differently but they yield, up to a multiple value of 2p, the
same geometrical phase.

FIG. 2. The electronic phaseg(t) as calculated for the nondegenerate ca
The curves are forG50.01 a.u. forT5106 a.u. and for two values ofm:
m51024 a.u. ~—!, m51026 a.u. ~–––!, The ADT ~or the LH! angle is as
given by Eq.~34! ~---!.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study were presented two frameworks—the tim
independent and the time-dependent frameworks—to ca
late the LH phases. Within the time-independent framew
we identified the LH phase with the ADT angle and used
recipe for calculating the ADT angle in order to derive t
LH phase. Within the time-dependent framework we e
ployed the Berry–Aharonov–Anandan approach and ca
lated the LH phase factor by solving the time-depend
Schrödinger equation. The various approaches were app
to an electronic model Hamiltonian that arises from a tw
state approximation to the Mathieu equation which descri
the motion of an electron in a nuclear periodic field. W
distinguished between two cases namely, the degenerate~CI!
case and the nondegenerate case where the degenera
removed by an infinitely small perturbation. As for the d
generate case we considered two situations: in one the C
located at the origin~the ‘‘symmetric’’ case! and in the other
at some point in configuration space~the ‘‘nonsymmetric’’
case!. For all three cases the derivation of the LH pha
within the time-independentapproach yielded the results on
would expect with no exceptions. In other words we est
lished that the geometrical phase for the degenerate ca
equal top when the integration path surrounds the CI~re-
gardless of whether it is the symmetric or the nonsymme
case! and is equal to zero~or 2p! for the nondegenerate cas
regardless of how small the perturbation. Within the tim
dependent framework we calculated the LH phase for
similar cases mentioned above and found the following: T
time-dependent phases for the adiabatic or the nonadiab
cases differ significantly from the respective tim
independent phases. In particular, we found that theadia-
batic time-dependent phase is a step function whereas
time-independent counterpart is, as is well known, a smo
linear function. In fact the only feature the two types
phases have in common is an identicalgeometrical~or topo-
logical! phase.

It is, therefore, recommended that in future studies
effects caused by electronic degenerate states~of the type
presented in Refs. 2, 11, 15–25! one should use the ADT
angle. However this approach must be applied with a lot
care because of the nonvanishing curl. To circumvent
difficulty it is suggested to apply this approach to small
gions in configuration space and to extend it step-by-ste
those regions of interest. If this procedure fails then one
forced to use extended versions of adiabatic–diaba
transformation matrix.12

Note added in proof. Recently, the present authors d
veloped an integral relation, reminiscent of dispersion re
tion, that connects the phase-in the time domain-with
logarithm of the corresponding amplitude modulus. This
lation was numerically confirmed for some model calcu
tions. Essentially this suggests that one may obtain the t
dependence of the phase by measuring the time depend
of the relative population of a given state.

.
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